
Fun Summer Water Games
1. 20 Water Questions

Pretend that you are a drop of water. Imagine where you are (you could be frozen in a gla-
cier, in a stream, in the ocean, in the toilet, in a pipe, underground, in an apple, or any-
where else a water drop might be.) The group can ask you 20 questions to find out where
you are. They have to be YES or NO questions. You can only answer YES or NO. Whoever
guesses correctly before the 20th question gets to be the next water drop. If nobody gets it
after 20 questions, it’s your turn again.

2. Freeze Tag
Everybody is a drop of water except the person
who is IT. The person who is IT is the freezing cold
Abominable Snowman. If the Abominable Snowman tags
you, you are frozen. If another water drop touches you and
shouts “MELTED”, you un-freeze and change back into a water
drop. Once all drops are frozen, somebody else is IT.

3. H2O Theater
Make up your own play! Break up into groups of four to six people. Choose your characters:
one person can be Doc Pete; others can be the boy or girls from the comic strip; others could
be water drops. You could also decide to be a scientist, a cactus, a coyote, a snake, or any
other living thing that uses water in the desert. Make up your own adventure about water in
the desert. Then perform it for other groups or your friends.

4. Jump Rope Song
Use this one or make up your own!

Stick it in the fridge,
Stick it in the freezer,
Drink it down mmmm
Like Eba-ka-neezer.

Drink, wash, shower, cook
All use water, take a look.
H20 keeps us alive
So we can do the jump-rope-jive.

Living in the desert
Where the summer’s hot,
We need to take care
Of the drops we’ve got. Answer Key

Crossword Puzzle
desert
conserve
important
summer
water
groundwater
water table
wells
River
washes
Tucson
Colorado
Clearwater
reclaimed
overdraft
peak demand
year
beat the peak

Jumble
beat the peak


